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Key points for our tutorial

Yes it’s always best to write the intro last, when you’ve written the main points of the text. In your intro-
duction you can outline the questions or argument you with to make. That generates curiosity, for exam-
ple, “Where does regeneration come from, the community, a council office, or some property developer’s 
personal ambition?”

Your writing process is becoming more refined.

You are sensible to divide the dissertation into chapters. That makes it easier to grasp.

You write, of chapter 1, that you will look at regeneration and its issues. Let’s talk about these. What you 
are not spelling out here, is what the argument is. Another way of seeing this: is the problem you wish to 
discuss?

In chapter 2, you mean:”the link between image or ‘branding’ OF regeneration”. You are looking at the 
marketing (the way property developers portray regeneration projects to the community). You can 
phrase this as a question, which then helps you ‘answer’ it.

What do you mean by “mostly functions on its surface”? The word surface, I guess, means functions at the 
level of symbols, metaphors, etc, but not realities.

“penetrating this facade is difficult with art as art itself is often an image-based form.” This is a good point, 
but there is a history of politically motivated artists like Peter Kennard, John Heartfield, Victor Burgin, and 
satirists like Ali G, who disambiguate images. You seem to engage with this in the next part.

Is the next paragraph chapter3?

I like the idea of ‘art washing’, I guess you mean, the culturalisation and individualization of places by the 
use of “art”. We have a dreadful one on a roundabout that cost a lot of money and really is terribly boring 
and meaningless. I must say, I think this is the most interesting concept here and could well becoming a 
photographic project of collecting these “community based artworks”. They are now trying to engage the 



community in these projects so that they don’t seem so inculcated! However, as you would, no doubt no-
tice, these are still not community generated. They are top-down projects parachuted into communities 
like ornaments rather than natural expressions of community life, character or cohesion. In many ways, 
graffiti is a kind of community-based, community-originated art. But it is often too derivative, and too 
much about youth culture and youth identity to be embraced by the whole community who often see 
it as a nuisance. It may be interesting to pursue this thread, it may lead to questions about what, if any, 
kinds of object or design are important to place and why.

Your bibliography can include, not just cited works, but all the reading that has informed your thinking. 
That will, likely be just about every thing you have read that meant something to you: books, articles, 
websites, films, exhibitions, photo books.

Gill Golding is a good find for you.

Sample text

“Amidst the housing crisis the UK finds itself in today”

Your writing is interesting, engaged and lucid. You write both academically and in a flowing journalistic 
style of fact followed by fact, backing up evidence with examples.

Some general advice: Write each section separately - you are already planning that. Print it out as draft 1, 
2, 3, etc, read it and refine it as you re-read it. Then refine it, print it out again and go through this drafting 
process until you feel it is lucid and tight. Also, ask someone to proof read it if you can. 
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